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This paper presents the modeling, analysis and simulation of electronic differential (ED) based 
traction control (TC) model for a neighborhood electric vehicle (NEV) with distributed drive 
power train configuration. This system supervises the torque-speed variation of the 
independently equipped motor to wheel at various cornering maneuvers of the vehicle. The core 
concept of this paper is to decrease the system complexity and improving efficiency in 

neighborhood driving environment. Therefore unlike the conventional ED model, the proposed 
model eliminates the active involvement of steering wheel feedback and velocity feedback to 
realize the differential action. Along with the ED system, a TC system relying on road-tire 
interaction is also proposed to regulate the wheel slip during traction and braking conditions. 
The ED based TC system established necessary vehicle motion stabilization at various turning 
maneuvers. The performance of the proposed concept is investigated by various model 
simulations and analysis. The comparative results with the conventional system present the 
effectiveness and applicability of the proposed model.  
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1. Introduction 
 

In the recent years, Electric Vehicles (EV) are getting more and more attention over the 
Internal Combustion Engine vehicles (ICEV) mainly because of the continuous depletion 
of fossil fuel and environmental safety [1-5]. Despite having several technical advantages, 
the EVs are still facing challenges against the ICEVs of similar features. The EVs are not 

always performing best as an alternative to high speed ICEVs, but as a quick and efficient 
mass transportation system [6]. They perform even more effectively when used as a small 
sized lightweight personal vehicle [7]. The approach of personal mobility creates a new 

market demand for a newly classified vehicle named Neighbourhood Electric Vehicle 
(NEV).  A NEV provides cost effective transportation within a close community where low 
speed and range restrictions are not considered to be a major issue.  Because of their small 
size, the NEV reduces the traffic congestion and occupies less space in public parking spots 
[8]. Furthermore they are found suitable in many environmentally friendly uses for specific 
customer demands. They have come to use in close campuses like college, university, golf 
courts, municipal parks, airport for baggage and general people carrier etc [9].  
Some other applications of NEVs are found in security patrols, mail delivery and mobility 
of disabled or elderly peoples to improve their quality of life [10]. Moreover, there is an 
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interesting market demand could be in the low-speed NEVs that provides extensive use in 

various applications. 
 
EVs with modern generation of drive motors provide high efficiency, high power 

density, wide speed control range, low maintenance and high fault- tolerant capacity [11-
13]. In the traditional configuration of an EV, a single electric motor is placed between the 
driving wheels through some gearing mechanism and a mechanical differential (MD) 
system. The MD changes the speed of the inner and outer wheel during a cornering 
movement. However, such design considerably increases the overall mass of the vehicle 
along with its battery and in-house peripherals. Furthermore, the MDs are slower in nature. 
Therefore in order o replicate the function of a MD, the EV with independent wheel drive 
configuration requires electronic differential (ED). An ED is superior to the MD in terms of 
speed of operation, efficiency, flexibility and cost. Nevertheless, ED uses several sensor 

feedbacks from the vehicle which requires strict regulations to avoid faulty operations. 
Therefore the efficient torque allocation scheme for independent wheel drive EV is a 
growing concern, as they open new prospects to improve the vehicle economy [14]. 

Furthermore, ensuring vehicle stability in distributed drive train configuration is a major 
concern during cornering or under slippery road conditions. This requires traction control 
(TC) mechanism to avoid wheel slip during driving and breaking conditions. A systematic 
approach and well defined ED based TC approach could outreach the bottlenecks of the 
conventional systems and enables research for the improvements in independent wheel 
drive vehicles n diverse directions. In this work we have proposed an ED based TC model 
where the ED depends on the drive motor current balancing method (DCBM). The method 
distributes adequate level of torque to each driving wheel relying on the motor current 
variables. Therefore it does not require direct involvement of steering and speed feedback 

commonly available in conventional designs. Besides that, a simplified TC strategy is 
proposed along with the ED system in this work, particularly for NEV applications. The 
TC model is relied on tire-road interaction, in which a reference slip ratio is addressed by 

estimating the maximum value of friction coefficient. Accordingly, the system output is 
obtained in the form of motor torque that is regulated properly to reduce wheel slip. The 
effectiveness and applicability of the presented model is demonstrated through simulations, 

case studies and comprehensive discussions. 
Rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 mentions the notations and 

constants used in this analysis. Section 3 reviews some literature about previously 
published works, presents the design principle,  elaborates the proposed approach, system 
structure, torque distribution and slip control method. Section 4 shows the modelling and 
simulation methods. Section 5 analyses the results obtained from simulations and finally, 
we summarize this study in Section 6. 

 
2.  Notation 

 
The notation used throughout the paper is stated below. 

Indexes: 

i armature current 

t time interval index considered in the time horizon 
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ω,ω* Angular velocity, updated velocity 
vin inner wheel velocity 
vout outer wheel velocity 
v vehicle velocity 
Rin inner wheel turning radius 
Rout outer wheel turning radius 
R radius of turning 
λ, λd slip ratio, maximum value 
µ,µmax longitudinal friction coefficient, maximum value 
V,V* motor voltage, updated value 
Fz normal force on wheel  
Fd longitudinal force on wheel  
T,T* torque, updated value 
Tm , TL motor torque, load torque 

 

Constants: 
B viscous friction coefficient 
J inertia constant 
Ke back emf constant 
Kt torque constant 
Ra armature resistance 
La armature inductance 

 

3. Problem Formulation 

 
3.1. Related studies 
 

There are several works presented in the field of ED. However there is a trade off in the 

designing of cost effective solutions and the simplicity of the designs [15]. Francisco et al. 
[16] developed an ED approach using linear synchronization method to derive the 
differential function using Ackermann steering geometry. They had used real time velocity 
and steering angle feedback to derive the ED at various cornering manoeuvres. Similar 
work in [17], adopted a direct-torque-control scheme to develop the ED. The method 
presented in [18], employed speed ratio control approach and improved the transient 
performances of the system. Mutoh et al. in [19], estimated the desired lateral forces to 
drive the wheels relying on several feedback signals to improve the vehicle off-road 
performances. The aforesaid methods adopted predefined static steering geometry 
(Ackermann geometry) as well as multiple vehicle feedbacks such as steering angle, wheel 
speed, wheel acceleration etc. [20]. This increases the system complexity and the 
computational demand and thereby increases the cost. Furthermore, the static steering 

geometry does not account the affect of centripetal force on wheels thus limits the system 
reliability. The existing literature are still not addressing the appropriate ED strategies for 
NEV that demands a simple, tunable, robust and less expensive system for the performance 

in limited speed applications. In this work we have proposed an ED system that actively 
depends on the drive motor current balancing method (DCBM). Therefore it does not 
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require the involvement of steering and speed feedback and reduces the complexity as well 

as cost. 
In the literature of TC systems, quite a few control approaches are discussed [21]. 

However real time estimation of wheel longitudinal slip ratio is yet a major concern for the 
researchers because of the lack of accuracy in the determination of vehicle speed. Some 
other strategies deal with the measurement of parameters that influences the friction 
coefficient [22, 23]. Despite having better accuracy, those strategies require in depth road 
tire behaviour analysis and additional expensive sensors in the implementation level. 
Unlike these, some strategies rely on the vehicle motion response caused by friction 
coefficient [24]. Akiba et al. proposed a model based TC method [25] which is based on the 
estimation of wheel inertia during skidding. This work is effective in low velocity. A more 
advanced method called Maximum Transmissible Torque Estimation (MTTE) is developed 
by the researchers in [26-27]. However, in most of the aforementioned studies, a simplified 

model without complex actuation dynamics is missing. Besides that a TC system required 
for the NEV driving environment should be simple and affordable. This has motivated us to 
involve in the model and analysis of a simplified and application specific TC model for the 

use in NEV. This work is inspired from the work presented in [28-29]. The proposed 
strategy is relied on tire-road friction coefficient estimation in which, the reference slip 
ratio is determined from existing friction map. The reference slip ratio is then used to 
calculate the allowable motor torque output.  

 
3.2. Design principle 

 
When the vehicle is moving on a curvilinear path, the body diagram of the vehicle in 

terms of Ackerman steering geometry can be presented as shown in Figure 1. The core 
focus of the proposed ED is to distribute the necessary torque and speed of inner and outer 

wheel at various cornering manoeuvre. If the velocity of the vehicle centre of gravity (CG) 
is v then the inner and outer wheel velocities are proportional to the radial distance from the 
centre of turning as mentioned in Eq.(1) and Eq.(2). 

 

out

out

in

in

R

v

R

v

R

v
==                 (1) 

RRR outin 2=+                 (2) 

 
Therefore, it can be seen that the outer wheel should move faster than that of the inner 
wheel in order to make a stable cornering of the vehicle without skidding of the wheels. 
The prediction of the wheel speed difference is conventionally done on the basis of vehicle 
steering angle. However, the load transfer and the effect of the tires are not considered in 
conventional method lacking in adequate analysis in increasing vehicular speed and off 
road driving [30]. Therefore modern vehicles do explicitly use classical Ackermann 
steering geometry because it ignores important dynamic and compliant effects of vehicle 
motion [31]. In case of distributed power train where the motors are coupled to the wheels, 
requires desired motor controlling mechanism to achieve the ED action. It implies the 
responsiveness of a vehicle to driver input through the ED control system. This leads to the 
motor operating points of inner and outer wheel of the vehicle to be different. 
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3.3. Model construction 

 
In order to analyze the proposed model, we have used MATLAB software environment 

to construct a virtual model of NEV that can accurately replicate the features of a  
 

 

Figure 1: EV configuration with Ackermann steering geometry 

customized NEV. The detail performance analysis of ED based TC system is carried out 
with necessary constraints.  The proposed algorithm is then verified using the simulation 
model with the assumptions resembling the real time scenario.  

 
3.4. System structure 
 

In this work we have adopted scaled versions of a prototype NEV chassis along with the 
essential drive components. The design closely resembles a scaled version of real prototype 
vehicle. The schematic of the proposed vehicle is shown in Figure 2. The vehicle 
dimensions with the necessary symbols are specified in Table 1. The vehicle is a rear wheel 
driving model having PMDC motor as driving component. The necessary converter 
modules and controller sections are indicated in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Schematic of the NEV model (GM : 
gearing mechanism, PMDC : permanent magnet 
DC motor, DC/DC : DC to DC converter, µC : 

Figure 3: Longitudinal friction coefficient 
with respect to the wheel slip ratio 
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microcontroller) 

 
Table 1: Vehicle dimensions 

Symbol Parameter Quantity  

L Wheel base 1440 mm 

b Track width 1154 mm 
l Distance to CG from axle 100 mm 

δ Ackerman angle 600 
r Wheel radius 500 mm 

M Curb weight 200 kg 

 
3.5. Tyre dynamics 
 

The proposed model assumes the vehicle longitudinal motion where the traction analysis 
is performed over a flat surface. In the simulation of TC system, the air drag and rolling 
resistance are ignored to simplify the model. Now, it can be observed that if wheel traction 

force is higher than the friction force, then the wheel will slip, that causes the instability of 
the vehicle. In such situation, the TC system determines the wheel slip and accordingly 
controls the wheel torque to reduce the vehicle instability. Therefore the estimation of tire 

road friction coefficient is a vital part of the TC system. In order to estimate the tire road 
friction coefficient, the evaluation of longitudinal slip ratio is essential. The longitudinal 
slip ratio (λ) is obtained from dividing wheel velocity by vehicle velocity as mentioned in 

Eq.(3) [32]. 
 

v

rv ω
λ

−
−=                   (3) 

The slip is positive when the vehicle is accelerating and negative when decelerating or 
braking. In case of a moving vehicle, the rolling radius or effective radius is not identical to 
that of the actual geometric radius r of the wheel. This is due to the deformation caused by 
the load of the vehicle. The longitudinal force Fd generated from the tire print, as: 

 

Zd FF )(λµ=                   (4) 

 

Where the coefficient (µ) is known as longitudinal friction coefficient which is a 
function of λ as depicted in Figure 3. Due to the increase of λ, the µ  increases up to a 
maximum value somewhere around 10% depending on the type of tire and the road surface. 

 
3.6. Torque distribution method 
 

The main requirement of the proposed model in this paper is to control the speed-torque 
of the driving motors at various cornering manoeuvres. Therefore a comprehensive analysis 
of the torque speed characteristics (TSC) of the motor is crucially important for the design. 

The electrical equation of the motor is described as [33], 
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VK
dt

di
LiR eaa =++ ω               (5) 

 

ωeb KE =                    (6) 

 

iKT tm =
                    

(7) 

 
If the motor is used to drive an external torque of payload then its mechanical behaviour 

is described as, 

 

Lm TTB
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d
J −=+ ω

ω
               (8) 

 
Here voltage is the input variable and speed is the output variable. Then we have chosen 

the state variable 
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The state equations now could be derived by using equation (5) to (10) 
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The state-space representation of the motor from (11), (12) and (13) is as follows, 
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The concept of the DCBM scheme is derived from the TSC obtained from of (14). The 

motor in the proposed vehicle is connected with each rear wheel, and the direction of the 
NEV determined by the steering command. Now the control strategy of the motors are 
realized in such a way that, the motor speed variation during a turning occurs without the 

use of steering feedback. This has been explained with the help of TSC of inner and outer 
motor of the vehicle as shown in Figure 4. Here it is shown that when a vehicle moves in a 
straight path, the motor associated to each rear wheel operates at the same voltage 

operating point S of the TSC as depicted in Figure 4. In that case, the armature voltages of 
left and right motors are same in magnitude V. Now if the vehicle encounters a turning, the 
inner wheel speed will reduce and outer wheel speed increase accordingly. Therefore the 
inner motor experiences more torque load because of the lower back emf voltage and 
consequently the operating point S shift to A in absence of ED. At the same instant, the 
right wheel experiences lesser torque load and as a consequence, the point S shifts to C at 
same operating voltage. This is due to the variation of speed and tractive effort on a 
curvature trajectory. This causes the inner motor to experience more current than that of the 
outer motor. Therefore a sharp cornering can lead to the flow of current higher than its 

rated value which might cause to damage the armature winding. In order to avoid such 
situation the ED is inevitable. Now in order to operate the motors at same torque region as 
it was during straight road, the left and right motor armature voltage need to be changed. 

Accordingly the operating point of each motor required to shift from V to V * as shown in 
Figure 5. Here the inner motor operating point tracks the path ”S-A-B” and conversely the 
outer motor, operating point tracks the path ”S-C-D” as depicted in Figure 5. This results in 

desirable change of speed of inner and outer motor for a stable cornering performance.  In 
order to achieve such optimal operating points, the design set up requires only current 
feedback from the motors. By solving Eq. (14) and equalizing both inner and outer drive 
current we get: 

 

.)( constiKVV LReRL =−=− ωω           (16) 

 

  

Figure 4: Motor TSC when the vehicle is 
moving straight ahead 

Figure 5: Motor TSC when the vehicle 
using DCBM based ED on a cornering 

It is observed from Eq.(16) that the current difference between inner and outer motor is 
proportional to that of their respective speed difference. That means, if the differential 

speed of the motors changes, then it will be reflected in the differential current between the 
motors. This concept can be used to design an ED system for a NEV without having system 
complexity and high computational demand. 
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In this work, the linear iterative armature voltage control method technique is best suited 

for proper implementation of the DCBM based ED. This would eliminate the requirement 
of a high computation speed and hence reduces the importance of high speed signal 
processing modules. Furthermore, not requiring the multiple sensor feedbacks simplifies 
the circuit complexity, improve the system response and make the system cost effective. In 
order to find the suitable values of desired current from TSC, the real time motor current 
feedback is essential.  

 
3.7. Slip estimation method 
 

The proposed slip control method deals with the estimation of tire road friction 
coefficient from the accurately known existing friction map. The estimation can be realized 
by simplified analytical model that involves real time parameters acquired from the vehicle. 

Accordingly, a reference slip ratio is determined so as to regulate the motor torque within a 
desired range. In this analysis, we have adopted five most widely available road surfaces to 
develop the workable slip estimation method. Then a novel (µ-λ) curve is defined by the 
Burckhardt model mention in the reference [34]. Consequently the peak value of µ has 
been traced out and necessary slip control system is developed. In this work, the 
Burckhardt model employed for longitudinal (µ-λ) relationship is given as: 

 

λλµ λ
31 )1()( 2 cec

c −−= −
             (17) 

 

The parameters of this tire model c1, c2 and c3 are the constants that best fit the 
associated equation with the experimentally obtained curve. The parameters used in this 
work are mentioned in Table. 2. Here five most commonly available road surface 

conditions are put forward so as to get a simple and workable slip estimation method as 
shown in Figure 6. According to the instantaneous points acquired from (3) and (17), a 
series of error values (∆m, ∆n) are determined. Accordingly the smallest error values can be 
addressed and a new relationship could be formulated as: 
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n ff
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∆
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∆
=        (18) 

 
Equation (18) signifies the estimated (µ-λ) curve at any instantaneous wheel slip. From 

this the maximum tire-road friction coefficient can be expressed using the formula of 
maxima as: 
 

)(max df λµ =                     (19) 

 

It is worth-mentioning that the point (µmax-λd) is the peak value of the instantaneous (µ-
λ) curve shown in Figure 7. 
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Table 2: Constants for Burckhardt model [35] 

 
Surface type c1 c2 

  
 c3 

Dry asphalt 1.28 23.9 0.52 

Dry concrete 1.19 25.2 0.53 

Wet asphalt 0.86 33.8 0.35 

Snow 0.19 94.1 0.06 

Ice 0.05 306 0 

 

  

Figure 6: Friction coefficients from the existing 
(µ-λ) curve 

Figure 7: Slip estimation method from 
existing (µ-λ) curve 

 
4. Model simulation and analysis 

 

The comprehensive Matlab simulation model of the ED based TC system has been 

depicted in Figure 8. The main Matlab controller is associated with various sub blocks that 
comprises of output and controlled variables. In this model the driver’s inputs are given to 
the vehicle chassis geometry to adjust the magnitude allowed by the dynamics of the 

vehicle. Then the motor controller module determines the necessary speed and torque to 
drive the vehicle as per the input command. The outputs of the motor controller are given 
to the Matlab controller for further processing of the DCBM algorithm. The Matlab 
controller requires additional inputs from the look up table, feedback variables and the 
model assumptions. Based on the aforesaid information, the Matlab controller generates the 
output variables through the DCBM algorithm. The controlled parameters are then sending 
back to the motor controller to achieve the desired actions. The internal schematic of the 
Matlab controller is illustrated in Figure 9. Here the microcontroller senses the real time 
current and speed feedback from the drive motors. The TSC lookup table determines the 

desired current based on the vehicle input commands. The lookup table has been derived 
from the motor TSC which is presented in Figure 10. Various simulation model parameters 
are outlined in Table. 3. A digital control algorithm has been implemented into the 

controller which responds to an error signal in a closed control loop and attempts to adjust 
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the controlled quantity to achieve the desired system response. Accordingly, the motor 

control signals are initiated based on the DCBM algorithm and applied through the 
converter sections.. The DCBM also accounts for the real time slip information obtained 
from slip estimator block to activate the traction TC system. The proposed DCBM 

algorithm is shown in Figure 11 which balances the dive current between the motors in 
order to achieve the desired speed and torque during cornering manoeuvres. The proposed 
algorithm is then verified by software simulation with the following assumptions: 

1. Left and right motor currents are assumed to be changed at different steering angle 
movement 

2. Drive motor characteristics are identical. In practice, it is difficult to achieve the 
identical performance of the motors. However, for the ease of analysis, we have 
used identical value of motor parameters in this simulation. 

3. Driver’s input acceleration command is fixed during a particular driving 
simulation. 

 

 

Figure 8: Block diagram of the Matlab simulation model  

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: ED based TC system model 
incorporated inside the Matlab simulation 

model 

Figure 10: Motor Torque-Speed 
Characteristics extracted from real time 

experiment (TSC)[36] 
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Table 3: Parameters used in simulation model 

Simulation block 
 Parameters Value 

Vehicle chassis Geometrical parameters Adopted from Table. 1 
 vmax, amax,  40km/h, 0.9m/s2 

 δ ± 300 

 0.19 94.1 

Electronic control 
module 

Motor Pmax, VDC, RPM 1HP, 24V, 3000 

 La, Ra 200µH, 0.15Ω 

 J, B, Ke, Kt 3.1 kg.m2, 0.08N/ms, 0.008 V/RPM, 

0.01N.m/A 

 DC/DC converter Vmax, Imax 48V, 200A 

Look-up table Motor parameter Adopted from Figure 10. 
 Friction coefficient 

parameters 
Adopted from Table. 2. 

Output variables V, T, ω, i  

Feedback variables v, ω, i, λ, λd  

Controlled variables ω
*, V*, T*,  

 
 

 

Figure 11: ED based TC algorithm which comprises of DCBM algorithm 
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5. Results 

 
5.1. Electronic differential 

 
In order to analyse the model performance of the proposed ED system on a normal road, 

two different test paths namely semicircular and spiral paths are introduced.  The motor 

responses and driving parameters on both the paths are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 
respectively. Figure 12 shows the variation of motor voltage and current with respect to the 
steering angle. The vehicle starts moving from rest position along the region A. Therefore 
in the beginning the motor experiences maximum drive current as they need to operate at 
low speed high torque region of the TSC. By the vehicle reach the point B, it encounters a 
semicircular left turning and the steering angle starts to increase until the vehicle completed 
the turn. It is noted that we have assumed positive steering angle for left turning and 
negative angle for right turning manoeuvre. At point B, the left wheel (inner wheel for left 
turning) speed decreased and right wheel speed increased. As a consequence, the left wheel 
motor current start increasing compared to the right wheel. The DCBM algorithm is then 
activated to reduce the left motor input voltage and increase the right motor input voltage to 
deliver the necessary torque to the respective wheels. The vehicle then moves from B to 

region C where it encounters another left turning. Similar situation occurs at this region as 
it was in region B. Finally the vehicle reached the region D where it experiences a right 
turning manoeuvre before complete the trip. In the region D, the right wheel speed is 

reduced and as a consequence the right wheel motor voltage is decreased by the DCBM 
algorithm. Figure 13 illustrates the variation of motor voltage and current over the spiral 
driving trip. In the spiral driving trip, the vehicle moves on a spiral path with respect to a 
turning centre B shown in the Figure 13. Here the vehicle starts moving from the region A 
and after a complete spiral turning it stops in the region C. As the spiral turning is a left 
manoeuvre, hence the left wheel motor voltage need to decrease and the right wheel motor 
voltage required to increase. This has been accurately reflected in Figure 13.  

 

 

Figure 12: Driving parameter response of the NEV over the semicircular test path (RM: 
right motor, LM: left motor) 
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Figure 13: Driving parameter response of the NEV over the spiral test path (OM: outer 
motor, IM: inner motor) 

 

Figure 14: Motor power comparison of the proposed model with the conventional model 

It is observed that the current as well as torque of the driving motors are equalized 
throughout the driving trip. However there is a slight current spike observed in the 
presented figures which is presumably due to the sudden transfer of load during the turning. 

In order to highlight the effectiveness of the DCBM algorithm, the conventional steering 
feedback based approach is simulated for the necessary comparative analysis.  

It is worth mentioning that the conventional approach do not distribute the motor torques 

equally when the vehicle experience a turning. The comparison results are presented in 
Figure 14 in terms of average motor power analysis. The results show that the average 
power consumption of the motor with conventional system is higher than that of the 

DCBM on a spiral driving trip. This is because of the inner motor current variation during 
the turning. 
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Figure 15: Simulation results of TC system 
where Slip ratio is determined from wheel 

speed and vehicle speed.  

Figure 16:  TC output which changes the 
applied voltage to the motors based on the slip 
information. (VL: left motor, VR: right motor) 

 
5.2. Traction control 
 

The determination of wheel slip ratio is indispensable for the TC model in this 
investigation. Here we have chosen the same spiral manoeuvring demonstrated in previous 
analysis. The results of the TC are demonstrated over straight road where cornering in 
influences are comparatively less significant. The analysis is done with different 
acceleration command as shown in Figure 15. Here wheel speed and vehicle speed are 

plotted together for the ease of analysis. It is noted that if the wheel speed exceed the 
vehicle speed then the slip ratio increases significantly as presented in the Figure 15. Figure 
16 illustrated the output of the TC system. Here the output of the TC system is the voltage 

that to be applied to the driving motors. It is observed that, if the slip ratio overcomes the 
set reference (λd), then the corresponding motor voltage is reduced so as to reduce the 
wheel slip. In Figure 16, only left wheel slip is presented. Therefore the voltage of the left 

wheel is seen decreased whenever the instantaneous slip ratio exceeds the reference slip 
ratio. On the other hand, the right wheel motor voltage is increased to balance the driving 
torque for stable movement of the vehicle. 
 
6. Conclusion 

 
   The study focuses the development and performance evaluation of an ED based TC 

system for the NEV embedding with a proactive control algorithm. The proposed system 
does not use the steering feedback and other expensive motion control sensors thus 
simplify the system complexity and reduce the cost. Furthermore, the current feedback 
concept makes the system accurate, efficient and conveniently applicable in NEV speed 
range. Several simulations were conducted to see the performance of the system with 
comparison to the conventional system. Promising results are obtained from the 
simulations. The proposed TC system also found simple and effective to be implemented in 

low speed vehicles like NEVs. Furthermore, the aforesaid study could be generalized for all 
types of drive motors. There could be several opportunities to further improve the presented 
method. Nevertheless, by considering the limitations of the NEV driving environment, the 

rationality of the proposed work excludes the analysis over off-road conditions. 
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